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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report is the accompanying document for deliverable 8.1 (D8.1), in which communication and exploitation tools 

were created and instantiated for the FAIRWork project. They will be used to communicate information during the 

project runtime and support exploitation of created artefacts within and after the project runtime. Additionally, the 

document discusses the FAIRWork innovation shop, which is not yet available, but will be established in D8.2.  

The following list provides an overview of the tools, which are discussed in this document and includes important 

links to where they can be found: 

• Website: https://fairwork-project.eu/  

• Flyer: https://zenodo.org/record/7677298/files/FAIRWork_Flyer_1.0.pdf?download=1  

• Brochure: https://zenodo.org/record/7673832/files/FAIRWork_Brochure_1.0.pdf?download=1  

• Social Media: 

o LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/fairwork-project/ 

o Twitter: https://twitter.com/fairwork_eu  

o YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/@fairwork_eu  

• Zenodo: https://zenodo.org/communities/fairwork/  

• Webinars: 

o Publicly available webinar recordings on YouTube: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLDKnDRTHllZrGrXZsiePXmvylV1gHvh9K  

o Event subpage of the webpage (including the webinars): https://fairwork-project.eu/events/  

• Innovation Shop: https://fairwork-project.eu/innovation-shop/ (future link)  

https://fairwork-project.eu/
https://zenodo.org/record/7677298/files/FAIRWork_Flyer_1.0.pdf?download=1
https://zenodo.org/record/7673832/files/FAIRWork_Brochure_1.0.pdf?download=1
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fairwork-project/
https://twitter.com/fairwork_eu
https://www.youtube.com/@fairwork_eu
https://zenodo.org/communities/fairwork/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLDKnDRTHllZrGrXZsiePXmvylV1gHvh9K
https://fairwork-project.eu/events/
https://fairwork-project.eu/innovation-shop/
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Copyright Statement – Restricted Content 

This document does not represent the opinion of the European Community, and the European Community is not 

responsible for any use that might be made of its content. 

This is a restricted deliverable that is provided to the community under the license Attribution-No Derivative 

Works 3.0 Unported defined by creative commons http://creativecommons.org 

You are free: 

 

to share within the restricted community — to copy, distribute and transmit the work within the 
restricted community 

Under the following conditions: 

 

Attribution — You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or licensor (but 
not in any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the work). 

 
No Derivative Works — You may not alter, transform, or build upon this work. 

With the understanding that: 

Waiver — Any of the above conditions can be waived if you get permission from the copyright holder. 

Other Rights — In no way are any of the following rights affected by the license: 

o Your fair dealing or fair use rights; 

o The author's moral rights; 

o Rights other persons may have either in the work itself or in how the work is used, such as publicity or 
privacy rights. 

 
Notice — For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license terms of this work.  
This is a human-readable summary of the Legal Code available online at: 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/3.0/ 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This report is the accompanying document for deliverable 8.1 (D8.1). The deliverable itself provides the set-up of 

communication and exploitation tools: website, flyer, brochure, social media accounts, Zenodo community and 

webinars. This report accompanies the available tools in form of a documentation and describing them. Additionally, 

this report contains a first introduction of the innovation shop, which is not yet available, but will be created in D8.2. 

The innovation shop and the website will be available till after the project ends, to support exploitation of the project 

results.  

The introduced tools will be utilized in WP8 and WP7. Therefore, D8.1 is also connected to WP7 and its tasks. This 

is because the usage of the tools for communication will be planed and done in WP7. WP8 will focus on the 

utilisation of the tools for exploitation. 

The next section introduces each of the created tools and the innovation shop, in addition to the links where they 

can be found and viewed.  
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2 COMMUNICATION AND EXPLOITATION TOOLS 

2.1 Website 

The FAIRWork website was created using Jekyll1 and can be reached via: https://fairwork-project.eu.  The website 

acts as a first point of information about the project. At the moment, it contains introductory information about the 

project, its motivation, and its idea. Additionally, an overview of the project partners and facts about the project, like 

but not limited to start date and funding are available. Also, information about events (e.g., webinars) is provided. 

A screenshot of the website can be seen in Figure 1. Currently, the following sections, which can be accessed via 

the menu bar on the top of the website, are available: 

• About: Introduction to the FAIRWork project 

• Insights: Describes the motivation and the idea behind the project 

• Partners: Overview of the project partners 

• Events: Overview of events  

• Project Facts: Overview of important project hard facts 

• Contact: Allows to send an e-mail to the project coordinator  

 

Figure 1: Screenshot of the Insights Section of the FAIRWork Website 

During the project’s runtime, additional information in conjunction with the progress of the project will be integrated 

into the website. The website will be available for at least three additional years after the project is finished. 

Therefore, the project webpage can be found and used even after the project to facilitate exploitation.  

https://fairwork-project.eu/
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The traffic on the webpage will be analysed using the Google Analytics2. This is necessary to evaluate the impact 

the webpage is making and if the communication and exploitation tools and strategies are working as planned. If 

not, the strategy must be adapted accordingly. 

2.2 Flyer and Brochure 

Information materials in the form of a flyer and a brochure are available. They will be provided digitally but formatted 

to be printed in order to allow a physical distribution. The digital version of the flyer and the brochure will be 

published online, so that the link can be used by the project partners to distribute information.  

In Figure 2 an excerpt of the flyer can be seen. The cover page of the brochure is provided in Figure 3 as a preview. 

The digital documents of the flyer and the brochure are available in the introduction part of the website and can be 

downloaded from Zenodo: 

• Link to introduction section of the website, where the flyer and the brochure can be found:  

https://fairwork-project.eu/index.html#0_Introduction  

• Download link for the flyer:  

https://zenodo.org/record/7677298/files/FAIRWork_Flyer_1.0.pdf?download=1  

• Download link for the brochure: 

https://zenodo.org/record/7673832/files/FAIRWork_Brochure_1.0.pdf?download=1  

  

(a) Flyer Front Side (b) Flyer Back Side 
 

Figure 2: Flyer for the FAIRWork Project 

 

https://fairwork-project.eu/index.html#0_Introduction
https://zenodo.org/record/7677298/files/FAIRWork_Flyer_1.0.pdf?download=1
https://zenodo.org/record/7673832/files/FAIRWork_Brochure_1.0.pdf?download=1
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Figure 3: Preview of the Brochure 
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2.3 Social Media 

Different social media platforms are used to distribute information about content, artefacts, and events. The 

information will be provided either in advance and/or after a certain event has occurred. In advance the platforms 

are used to draw attention to content, artefacts or events and the afterwards social media can be used to inform 

possible stakeholders. The accounts are managed in WP7.  

Table 1 shows the social media accounts for the FAIRWork project. Here it should be noted that LinkedIn will be 

used as the main social media platform for the project. This means that most campaign plans and initiatives will 

focus on the LinkedIn platform. Where needed, other social media platforms will be utilized, like YouTube to share 

videos and live streams and Twitter to distribute current information.  

Platform Name or Tag Link 

LinkedIn FAIRWork https://www.linkedin.com/company/fairwork-project/ 

YouTube @fairwork_eu https://www.youtube.com/@fairwork_eu  

Twitter @fairwork_eu or  

fairwork-project.eu 

https://twitter.com/fairwork_eu 

Table 1: Overview Social Media Accounts 

2.4 Zenodo 

Zenodo3 is a platform to publish research results, independent of the format, size, access rights or license. We will 

use this platform to additionally publish created key elements and make them accessible to a broader audience. 

The published information will be available till after the project is finished, to allow for further exploitation of the 

created project results.  

Everything that will be published on Zenodo will be grouped together via the FAIRWork Zenodo community. This 

will ease the identification and finding of FAIRWork artefacts. Additionally, the artefacts can be added to other 

communities to increase the chances of them being found. The Zenodo community can be found at: 

https://zenodo.org/communities/fairwork/ 

The artefacts published on Zenodo will be available even after the project is finished to support the exploitation of 

FAIRWork artefacts. These artefacts will mainly come from WP3 and WP4.  

2.5 Webinar 

During the project, webinars will be held to provide insights to the project for interested parties. These webinars 

can be used to introduce different topics, like software, cases, methods, or other developed artefacts. On one side 

they are used to establish awareness and disseminate project results. On the other side they can be utilized as 

training events and materials. The webinars will be held by different partners based on their expertise. In this way 

the knowledge of the partners can be utilized, and the webinars gain quality input, increasing their usefulness.  

A webinar can either be joined directly by interested third parties or a recording of the webinar can be provided 

publicly to be consumed asynchronously. This allows on the one hand a direct exchange and on the other hand to 

have an informative artefact for the project which can be used within and after the project. Before the recordings 

are provided publicly, they will be checked if the fulfil all legal and project requirements.  

 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/fairwork-project/
https://www.youtube.com/@fairwork_eu
https://twitter.com/fairwork_eu
https://zenodo.org/communities/fairwork/
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The webinars will be held using Zoom4 and the records will be made publicly available over YouTube. WP7 supports 

the planning and conducting of the webinars. 

The YouTube playlist of public available webinar recording can be found under the following link: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLDKnDRTHllZrGrXZsiePXmvylV1gHvh9K 

The event subpage of the website (including the webinars) can be found at: https://fairwork-project.eu/events/  

2.6 Innovation Shop 

During the FAIRWork project an innovation shop will be created. It is not yet available, but it will be created in D8.2 

and will be published at: https://fairwork-project.eu/innovation-shop/. The FAIRWork innovation shop will be similar 

to ones that were established for other EU-funded projects: Change2Twin5, CaXman6, CloudSocket7.  

The goal of the innovation shop is to describe and provide the created innovation items in a way, so that they can 

be easily understood and used by interested parties. Through this the usage of the project results should be 

enabled, which supports their exploitation. Here not only finished products should be shared, but all artefacts, that 

can be interesting, like prototypes of a component or an experiment. Important is that the innovation items are 

independent from each other and can be used without the knowledge or complete infrastructure of the FAIRWork 

project. The exact type of innovation items, which will be available in the innovation shop will be defined during the 

creation process of the innovation shop.  

As the innovation shop should support the exploitation of the created artefacts, it will be available after the project 

ends, along the website. Therefore, it will be kept online at least three years after the project ends.  

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLDKnDRTHllZrGrXZsiePXmvylV1gHvh9K
https://fairwork-project.eu/events/
https://fairwork-project.eu/innovation-shop/
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3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Deliverable 8.1 created the exploitation and communication tools for the FAIRWork project. This accompanying 

document contains a documentation of the established tools and provides a short introduction to the innovation 

shop, which is not yet available but will be set-up in D8.2. Additionally, links to the tools are provided.  

The website, the flyer, the brochure, the social media accounts, Zendo, and the webinars will be used in WP7 for 

communication, dissemination and training. WP7 also oversees their further development and adaptations. The 

usage of the tools for the project will be discussed in the reports of D7.1 and D7.2.  

The innovation shop will be used in WP8 and will be established in D8.2. In D8.2 not only the innovation shop but 

also some of its content will be created. Additional content comes from other work packages, like WP3. Further, 

the future artefacts on Zenodo and the innovation shop will support the exploitation efforts of WP8. 
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